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GCC Components 

• Interdisciplinary 

• Team-teaching

• Digital Literacy

• Intercultural 

• Language Learning



Professional Skills

• Digital Etiquette

• Dialog Etiquette

• Effective Teamwork

• Member of Learning Community

• Leadership Competencies within a Digital Framework



Initial Ideas after Release of Google+ Hangouts:
(May 2013)

• Work on projects as groups/
with partner anywhere/
anytime
• Get students to speak 

German outside of class 
• Review speech production 

and make corrections
• Potentials for International 

projects
• Learn best teaching 

practices in the 21st century



Google+ Hangouts as a Learning Tool

• Playful use of technology reduces anxiety to a minimum
• Reassurance of the possibility of rerecording dialogues; rerecording = more 

practice!
• Notes can be used, but text cannot be read (immediately obvious); circumlocution 

enhanced
• Session automatically recorded and sent to 

Youtube (Hangouts) or uploaded to Dropbox 
(Zoom)
• Chat Function
• Desktop Sharing



Google+ Hangouts Projects in
Intermediate Level Film Course

Was tun, wenn’s brennt? (What to Do in 
Case of Fire)
• Theme: Friendship and Future Plans
• Small groups of 4 discuss their ideas about 

friendship and their plans for the future
• Grammar emphasis: Future I and II 

(I will do/I will have done)
• Session recorded:  every student listens to, writes 

down and corrects their own speech utterances. 
And/or peer correction. 



German 214 Students 
Google+ Hangouts Project 1: Was tun, wenn’s brennt?
Friendship and Future Plans 
Excitement of new tool/playful/ J

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCL3HxiHsk8&feature=em-share_video_user (Melodie, Linna, Ryan, Chris)



Hangouts Project 2

Im Juli (In July)
• Small group role play: What would be/would 

have been different if… ? 
• Grammar focus: Subjunctive II, present and 

past. 
• Content: students show a detailed 

understanding of the events in the movie
• Session recorded, see previous slide. 



Hangouts Project 3 

Good-bye, Lenin!

• Group project: the Kerner Family discusses their new reality after 
reunification
• Partner project: Christiane und Robert meet again for the first time after 

Robert had left the GDR. What do they talk about? 
• Recorded session, tasks as before OR re-record after instructor’s review of 

student’s corrections of mistakes. 



German 214 Students
Google+ Hangout Project 3: Good-bye, Lenin!:
Conversation between Robert und Christiane at reunification of East and West 
Germany

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMmLNOqVyh4  (Yadi und Ryan)



AUBG and Denison University: 
2 Globally Connected German Courses 



Why Global Connections?

• Intercultural proficiency

Humanity’s most pressing problems 
(economic/environmental/social) are 

transnational and require:

• global relationship building

• debate

• deliberation

• collaboration



Language Learning in the Globally Connected 
Classroom with Google+ Hangouts and Zoom

• Meaningful, applied language learning

• Real communication, purposeful assignments (Bulgaria in the EuropeanUnion, 
Homosexuality in Film, German Stereotypes from an Eastern European and 
American point of view, etc.) = Students choose specific topics together. 



Hangout Chris T. and Katerina B. 

Getting to know each other with Google+ Hangouts



Desktop sharing to view items together: city maps, train schedules, 
sights, food, etc. Voice over while viewing

Desktop Sharing: AUBG and DU Students 
Introduce their Campuses to Each Other



Final: AUBG and Denison Students Together Plan a 
Trip to Berlin inn Small Groups

Final project among DU students only including information they learned from their AUBG 
partners in individual sessions.  Next iteration: a final project together  (e.g. plan a trip 
together to Germany) 



Shared Technical Issues Log

Add your comments here:

Hi Dr. Dillmann, 
I just finished my partner hangout a few minutes ago, but Google+ would allow neither of us to 
broadcast it. And the sound was not great anyway. We ended up typing for much of the conversation 
because it was almost unintelligible and the lag was 5+ seconds. I'm not quite sure what I should do 
now, but I just wanted to let you know about these issues. My partner did give me a lot of suggestions 
that I can use for the final hangout, though.
Chris Perry

Thank you, Chris. Yes, this is good to know. Thanks for your patience and trying alternative ways to 
collect information. Technology still holds a lot of surprises for us. I'll try to find out what the problem 
might have been. I wonder if this has to do with overseas broadcasting? If nobody was able to do it, 
then it might be a policy issue. Limitations of the web-browsers your partner in Bulgaria was using? Do 
you happen to know? Perhaps it's simply Wi-fi at Denison? Did you use wifi from your dorm? The time 
(8 am) suggests that that's probably not the issue, but 7 hours ahead in Bulgaria might mean there is 
peak online traffic? I'll include Cheryl to see what she can find out. Please respond cc all. Thank you!!

Comment from Cheryl:
The only documented broadcast restrictions are based on age. To broadcast you must be 18 years or 
older.



Shared Technical Issues Log

I talked with my partner at 3 p.m. today. Everything went really 
well, I had stable wifi the whole time while I was using Chrome. 
None of the usual problems occurred (such as lag, no video, or 
echo). Only problem was her lighting was a little dark but that 
was not a big deal.

Melodie Faur



Rubric 
Please See Handout



Observations and Challenges

• Students and faculty on both sides continue to be inspired by these projects. 

• In the student course evaluations, one of the things that students at AUBG 
consider as the most valuable activity used to promote learning in the course 
has been the interaction with Denison students. 

• Students were highly motivated: real communication taking place, something is at stake! 

• Language production natural: Students WANT to communicate.

• Can it be shown that language proficiency increases significantly?

• Some technological/logistical issues remain: bandwidth at AUBG, unequal 
time change (6 hrs./7 hrs.), IT support at AUBG minimal. 



Synchronously connected classrooms with Jabber 

Next Steps: Classroom-to-Classroom 
Synchronicity



Connected Classroom Live Test



Hello Denison!



Technological Prerequisites for Global 
Functioning

• Global connections require enhanced digital skills:

• Video Conferencing (Skype/Jabber/Hangouts/Zoom)

• Presentation Software (PPT/Keynote)

• Image Sharing

• Website Creation

• Blogging

• Twitter



Digital Etiquette

• Light: Speaker is optimally lit from the top or the side. 

• Sound: Speaker is clearly heard, no sound interference. 

• Movement: Picture never pixilates due to too much movement. 

• Web-Camera position: Head and upper body are comfortably visible. Rule of 
thirds is adhered to. 

• Background space: Thoughtful attention is paid to background environment. 

• Interrupting others: Peers are not interrupted before they have finished their 
sentence.



Prerequisites for Global Functioning

Dialogue Etiquette

• Interactions show respect and sensitivity to peers’ gender, cultural and 
linguistic background, sexual orientation, political and religious beliefs.  

• Strong empathic stance.



Prerequisites for Global Functioning

Participation as a Learning Community Member 

• Knowledge creation does not work in isolation 

• Requires team-building and problem-solving skills

• Everybody brings something to the table



Prerequisites for Global Functioning

Group and Leadership Competencies 

• come prepared 

• contribute to group interaction

• support each other

• follow an agreed upon schedule

• divide the work equitably among members

• address behaviors that compromise group 

• seek to find workable solutions

• peer-tutoring (esp. technical skills)



End of Presentation 


